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ARCH CREEK TRUST NEWS 
 

 Taking advantage of the beautiful weather, our January meeting 
became a picnic.  If you did not receive a reminder of the meeting date, 
mark your calendar now.  We meet on the third Saturday of the month at 
10am, which will be February 19th.   If you did not receive a reminder, I 
apologize.   We are working to coordinate an email list in addition to our 
mailing list. 
 Our meeting date was also a Natural Areas Volunteer Work Day. 
Their work day started at 9am, by the time we arrived, the park was 
humming with activity.  I passed a dump truck piled high with mulch. At 
the back of the truck was a line of fellows with wheelbarrows waiting to fill 
them and then spread the mulch on the trail.  In total there were 76 
volunteers that day.  An inspiring sight! 
 On Saturday, March 12th, the Native Plant Society is having a plant 
sale next door at the Enchanted Forest.  We have requested an educational 
booth.  Our plant sale will be in April.   
 
 This Newsletter was delayed, not because I was unable to find a 
topic to write about, but because after reading the following book, I 
continued reading books on the same subject, and wanted to share all of 
the wealth of information I found.  FROM EDEN TO SAHARA – FLORIDA’S 
TRAGEDY by John Kunkel Small, published in 1929, LOSING IT ALL TO 
SPRAWL by Bill Belleville, published in 2006 and PAVING PARADISE: 
FLORIDA’S VANISHING WETLANDS AND THE FAILURE OF NO NET LOSS, 
by Craig Pittman and Matthew Waite, published 2009. They have so much 
information about our state’s destruction of water resources and related 
topics; I found it difficult to choose what to print. John Kunkel Small’s book 
is still available at the downtown library, probably because of the extensive 
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list of native plants that he found during his travels.  The other two are 
quite recent and not too hard to find.  
 

FROM EDEN TO SAHARA – Florida’s Tragedy 
 

That is the title of a book published in 1929 and a few copies are 
still available.  The author is John Kunkel Small.  Why did he think that 
Florida was in danger of becoming a desert?  He wrote “The destruction of 
aboriginal village-sites, kitchen-middens, burial mounds and ceremonial 
structures is progressing without any attempt at a scientific study and 
interpretation, not to mention preservation.  Many such structures have 
been demolished merely for the sake of getting trinkets and curiosities.  

“Not only are fauna and flora threatened with extermination, but in 
many places the very soil which is necessary to their production and 
maintenance is being drained and burned and reburned until nothing but 
inert mineral matter is left.  To go around with firebrand, setting fire to the 
plains and timber so as to drive off mosquitoes, and able to get lizards and 
similar things which they eat, to come out of the soil.  In the same manner 
they kill deer, encircling them with fire, and they do it also to deprive the 
animals of pasture, compelling them to go for food where the Indians 
want.” 

There were many before and after pictures in his book of beautiful 
hammocks that had been deliberately burned, sometimes repeatedly until it 
was unproductive.  “What is to be Florida tomorrow?  Florida is being 
drained and burned to such an extent that it will soon become a desert!  
Six or seven miles up the coast from the mouth of the Crystal River the 
Florida phosphate rock has been formerly shipped to Germany.  The white 
man left his mark by leveling off the top of shell mounds for buildings and 
roads. In Crystal River the red cedar is being used up for lead-pencils, or 
has been, pine for fruit crates, hickory for wheel-spokes and for tool 
handles.  The animals exterminated for “sport”. 

There had been a long drought and the water table was very low.  
As he drove down the eastern side of Lake Okeechobee he was forcibly 
impressed with the “terrible destruction which is returning Florida to its 
primitive geological condition, namely, a barren desert.  Drainage and fire!  
The two processes are tending to eliminate all native life from the state. 
The once deep humus was gone.  In its place white sand met the eye.  
Even the humus had been washed away.  Some of the giant cypress trees 
were prostrate with their accompanying “knees” stood anchored only in 
sand.  Thus the magnificent monument that took ages to construct has 
been wrecked within a fraction of a generation.” 

“When William Barton was in the area he stated, “There is, as yet, 
but little naked sandy desert; but should the weather continue, a few years 
longer, as dry as it has been for the last two years, and fires should rage as 
extensively destroying the vegetation – a large portion of the maritime part 
of Georgia on the frontier of Florida would be rendered like the deserts of 
Arabia.  The burning of the Forests – which impoverished the land, and 
does incalculable mischief, without a single advantage resulting from it. Yet 
many of the stupid people do it, to destroy the rattlesnake-make the grass 
grow-and I believe for the fun of looking at it?” 

John Kunkel Small went on, “We try to preserve the old furniture 
that our ancestors sat and slept in, but neglect the things that can never be 
replaced or even imitated. When the trees are all turpentine and cut, when 
even the moss on the trees has been gathered and sold for the stuffing of 
cushions and mattresses, when the cattle are tick-infested and of little 
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value, and fires have reduced the land to a useless scrub, and when the 
agricultural crops consist mainly of cane to produce syrup for the 
manufacture of liquor, the residents are all naturally vindictive towards 
anything that stands I their way.”  
 

LOSING IT ALL TO SPRAWL – How Progress Ate 

My Cracker Landscape 
 

 Fast forward to the year 2006, Bill Belleville wrote the above book. 
He purchased “the last remains of an old farm spread in northern Seminole 
County, barely an acre left now, at the end of a dirt road.  The two story 
house here is mostly of heart cypress, so dense that I have broken circular 
saw blades and countless nails as I’ve gone about the never ending choice 
of keeping it livable.” 
 “it is a fine old Cracker style home raised up off the ground a few 
feet, molded-steel roofing overhangs, gable everywhere, porches to the 
front and back, richly aged hardwood floors and a brick fireplace.  It was 
designed to be naturally insulated, cool from cross ventilation and the 
shade of well-planted trees, bush magnolia and water oak, back in the days 
when it took resourcefulness and common sense to live in Florida, not air-
conditioning and bug spray.” 
 He continues to describe the birds and snakes he observes as he 
sits on a worn stone bench in his yard with the wind coaxing music from 
the hollow reeds in a stand of bamboo.  “This picture I’ve just painted has 
begun to change in the last few months.   The bulldozers have been 
scraping the epidermal layer off the earth not far away, preparing for a 
brand new mall, a shopper’s paradise that will bring jobs and money and 
people and their cars.  The dirt road is being paved and widened.  Rain that 
formerly would have soaked the ground, giving life to the earth, will be 
quickly evaporated on the hot road.” 
 “You can hear the heavy machinery all day.  Up from the ground go 
the palmettos, the sabal palm, the southern red cedar, and the sweet bay, 
shredded and piles and burned like rubbish.  The few gopher tortoises that 
weren’t burned alive make a rune for it, lighting out across the highway for 
safe ground, trying not to become roadkill.  I’ve rescued three of them so 
far, turning them loose at the edge of my backyard, where they make off 
into the acres of dead citrus. Someday the old grove will go too.  There is a 
proposal for it to become a multifamily development probably to hold 
minimum wage workers who will staff the retail stores at the mall.” 
 “I’ll stay as long as I can, but one day soon it will all go; the marsh 
wrens and the butterflies, the cactus and blackberry vines, the old Cracker 
house, the feeling.  Sometime between the time Henry Sanford died and 
when I arrived in Florida in 1973, the idea of settling in places based on the 
wisdom of appropriate geographic features all went to hell. Highways and 
roads now decided how landscape would be developed.  If there were no 
roads, they could simply be built to open up the countryside to where the 
developers had bought cheap land.  Marketing and advertising could 
reshape the image, and landscapers could shrub it up with non-native 
palms and flowers, all of which require intense amounts of water and 
chemicals to keep them alive.  A new arrival, paying attention only to 
brochures and bill boards would think they had descended into a 
fantasyland of a place – a climate controlled community of neatly 
manicured yards and guarded entrances and some trees-but not too many, 
because snakes and grove rats could hide in them. Irrigators, 
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exterminators, and the people who make a living spraying poisons on lawns 
flourished.  The common-sense method of selecting a place to live based 
on its ability to sustain people was forgotten. Florida, which boomed first 
with newcomers in the 1880’s and again in the 1920’s, was booming again 
in the 1960’s.  
 “As the soil is covered with impervious surfaces, it not only loses the 
capacity to recharge the aquifer, but the once-valuable rainfall becomes a 
quandary unto itself. When 25% of natural terrain is covered with asphalt, 
concrete, and rooftops, a once-in-one-hundred-year flood could occur every 
five years. The impervious surface area of the forty-eight states has now 
become larger area than that of our existing wetlands and it will continue 
to expand as we continue to grow.  Once impervious areas cover only 10% 
of a water-shed, they alter the shape of channels, raise the water 
temperature, and sweep urban debris and pollutants into aquatic 
environments. “ 
 “Sprawl means other things, too. Larger and more tedious 
commutes aren’t just harder on the pocketbooks and the air quality.  It 
results in angry and hostile people, mostly from somewhere else, cutting 
off each other, tailgating, even pulling over for the occasional fist fight at 
roadside.  Extending the middle finger often takes the place of what, in 
earlier times was a friendly wave.” 
 Michael Brune, the executive director of the Sierra Club wrote in the 
July/August edition of that organization wrote, “When I rode in the car with 
my parents as a kid, they’d point to a strip mall or housing development 
and say, “There used to be a beautiful forest there,” or “We used to build 
forts in the woods over there.” Protecting the planet isn’t just an obligation; 
it’s a priority.” 
 

PARK NEWS 
 
 In December, Camp Manatee hosted its winter session at Arch 
Creek.  It was a success, with 9 kids each week.  We are hoping for the 
same if not more for Camp Manatee’s spring session, which is coming up in 
March.  The spring session will take place at Arch Creek as well.  
 On January 15th, Natural Areas Management, Environmentally 
Endangered Lands along with Park Staff coordinated a very successful 
volunteer event.   We had 76 volunteers in attendance.  They took part in 
helping to restore the trail by mulching, logging and removing debris. They 
also helped with placing native Ficus in hollowed logs along the fence lines. 
No planting can be done, since the park is an archaeological preserve we 
would have needed a certificate to dig, so we got creative. They also 
assisted with anchoring bromeliads in the tree throughout the hammock.   
All and all it was a great help and we hope to arrange future days like that 
one. 
 The Park also has started a blog page. I am hoping to keep it up to 
date with happenings, sights, and just anything thing I feel might be 
interesting to the viewers. You can access the blog page at 
www.archcreek.wordpress.com.  
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UPCOMING DATES 
January – February – March 
 
Eco Action Day 
Dates: 2nd Saturday of the month (Jan. 8, Feb. 12 & Mar. 12) 
Time: 9:00am – 12:00pm 
Connect with nature and get down and dirty at one of our monthly 
volunteer days! Join our naturalists in restoring Arch Creek Park and its 
natural areas. Projects include removing weeds or invasive exotic 
vegetation, planting, mulching, and picking up garbage. Bring your work 
gloves and small hand tools. Wear closed-toe shoes. Sunscreen, long-
sleeve shirt, long pants, water, hats and sunglasses are highly 
recommended. 
Fee: FREE Reservations are required. Call (305) 944-6111 for more 
information.  

Campfire Program 
Dates: 2nd Friday of the month (Jan. 14, Feb. 11 & Mar. 11) 
Time: 6:30pm – 8:00pm 
Ease the stress of your workweek with our classic campfire program. Join 
our naturalist around the campfire for a night full of campfire games, 
stories and don’t forget marshmallow roasting.  
Fee: $6/participant. Reservations are required. Call (305) 944-6111 for 
more information.  

Night Hike 
Dates: 3rd Friday of the month (Jan. 21, Feb. 18 & Mar. 18) 
Time: 6:30pm – 8:00pm 
Venture into the beautiful Tropical Hardwood Hammock with a naturalist 
guide and discover the marvelous nocturnal life of the park at dusk. 
Experience the sights and sounds of eastern screech owls, raccoons, night 
time spiders and much more.  
Fee: $6/participant. Reservations are required. Call (305) 944-6111 for 
more information. 

Jr. Naturalist Program 
Dates: 3rd Saturday of the month (Jan. 15, Feb. 19 & Mar. 19) 
Time: 1:00pm – 3:00pm 
Join Arch Creek Park’s Junior Naturalist program! This program consists of 
six different themes based on the parks tropical hardwood hammock with 
topics ranging from birds and plants to historical facts and more. Children 
will participate in nature identification, games and arts & crafts to reinforce 
topics discussed. Children must be accompanied by an adult. At the 
completion of all six themes the children will be awarded certificates 
declaring them Arch Creek Junior Naturalists! January – History , February 
– Birds & March – Plants.  
Fee: $6/participant. Reservations are required. Call (305) 944-6111 for 
more information. 

Nature Trail Tours  
Dates: Saturdays & Sundays 
Time: 3:00pm – 4:00pm 
Join us on this naturalist guided tour through a tropical hardwood 
hammock where you will find an assortment of interesting plants and 
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animals native to South Florida and come learn about Arch Creek’s role in 
the early history of North Miami. 
Fee: $3/participant. Reservations are required. Call (305) 944-6111 for 
more information. 

Oleta River Canoe Trip 
Dates: 2nd Sunday of the month & 4th Saturday of the month 
Time: 10:00am – 12:30pm 
The beauty of the Oleta River has drawn man to its shore for centuries. As 
early as 500 B.C., the river was home to Tequesta Indians who camped 
along its shore and was part of the route used by Federal Troops in the 2nd 
Seminole War to travel south from Loxahatchee. The river linked the 
Seminole Indians living in the Everglades to Biscayne Bay. Relive the river’s 
historic past with park naturalists as you explore this natural haven for 
wading birds, osprey, fish and the endangered West Indian Manatee. 
Fee: $28/participant. Reservations are required. Call (305) 365-3018 for 
more information.  

Camp Manatee – Spring Session  
Dates: March 14- 18 
Times: Camp – 9:30am – 3:30pm  
Drop-off – 7:30am – 9:30am and Pick-up – 3:30pm – 6:00pm  
Ages:  6-14 years 
Camp Manatee is a nature-based specialty camp that teaches youth about 
the wonders of the environment through interactive games, activities, 
crafts, and fieldtrips.  Our spring session focuses on the season with Arch 
Creek’s fantastic history and unique ecosystem as a backdrop for 
exploration and learning.   
Fee: $100 per session or $34 per day 
Plus $12 annual registration fee 
Additional fees for fieldtrip 
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